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ABSTRACT
This thesis consists in the presentation of Thomas Aquinas’ ontology in relation to Aristotle’s account of the nature of being. In the first chapter an account of Presocratic
thought is presented, beginning from Thales and ending with Parmenides, who is often
characterized as the founder of metaphysics or ontology. The second chapter consists
in a brief presentation of Aristotle’s account of the nature of being. Finally Aquinas’
ontology is presented in the third chapter, which closes with a brief discussion of the
connection between his approach and modern philosophy.
Thomas Aquinas was an immensely influential philosopher and theologian in the tradition of scholasticism. In De Ente et Essentia, which is thought to be his most personal
work, Aquinas gives his own answer to one of the most fundamental problems of Western
philosophy, which was formulated by Aristotle as the question “What is being? ”. As we
will see, Thomas’ answer leads to a reformulation of the problem of being which becomes
the problem of existence (or the question “what is existence?”).
Étienne Gilson1 , in his work L’être et l’essence, presents the solutions oﬀered to this
problem by Aquinas’ predecessors, as well as those who succeeded him, and concludes
that only Thomas managed to face the paradoxes born from it, and succeeded in building
a coherent system. In other words, Gilson claims that Thomas’ solution is the most
complete. The examination of this claim is a very diﬃcult endeavor, as it requires the
critical examination of the answers of all great Western thinkers to the question of being,
or existence, since the beginning of philosophy. The much more feasible objective of this
thesis is to oﬀer a better understanding of Thomas’ answer, by examining it in relation
to the Aristotelean one, on which it is heavily based.

1

Étienne Gilson (1884-1978) is widely acknowledged as the greatest historian of medieval philosophy in
the twentieth century, while L’être et l’essence constitutes his most important work. Gilson analyzed
Thomism from a historical perspective, and did not consider him to be a part of scholasticism, but
rather a revolt against it [23].
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1. The Origins of Ontology
1.1. Western Thought Before Parmenides
1.1.1. A Myth of Creation
“First of all Chaos came into being. But then
wide-bosomed Earth, the ever-sure foundation
of all the deathless ones who hold the peaks of snowy Olympus,
and dim Tartarus in the depth of the wide-pathed Earth,
and Eros, fairest among the deathless gods,
who unnerves the limbs and subdues the mind and wise counsel
of all gods and all men within them.
From Chaos were born Erebus and black Night;
but from Night were born Aether and Day, whom she
conceived and bore from union in love with Erebus. ”
Hesiod , Theogony 116-125 [14]
There was a time, before philosophy and science came to be, when myths were the only
way for humans to explain the world. Hesiod’s Theogony is merely one such myth:
an account of the origins of the natural world and the Greek gods, coming from the
mouth of a poet. Hesiod’s Theogony and Works and Days, together with Homer’s Iliad
and Odyssey 1 , are the oldest known Greek literary sources. Greek mythology is usually
divided into three distinct periods: theogony, the age of gods and mortals, and the age of
heroes. The epic poems of Iliad and Odyssey describe the age of heroes - both focusing
on events surrounding the Trojan War2 -, while Hesiod’s Theogony refers to the era of
gods, and is thought to have been the most widely accepted myth of creation at the time.
In the first part of the poem, Hesiod invokes the Muses, goddesses of inspiration. With
their help, he goes on to narrate a myth of creation, according to which at the beginning
there was only chaos, out of which everything else came to be. What an uninformative
account, one might remark; and that is exactly what it was: even under the divine
guidance of the Muses, Hesiod portrays humans as unable to understand the nature of
reality.
1

Most modern researches hold that both Hesiod and Homer lived around the seventh or eighth century
BCE
2
Whether there is any historical reality behind the Trojan War is still a matter of great controversy.
Those who believe that the relevant stories are derived from a specific historical conflict usually
date it to the 12th or 11th centuries BCE, often preferring the dates given by Eratosthenes, namely,
1194–1184 BCE.
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For what is chaos? The ancient Greek word qàoc was used to refer either to a disordered
set of parts, or the abyss, the gap in between two other things3 . Now a gap is essentially
unfilled space, that is, space in which there is nothing. In any case, the very notion
of chaos is completely unintelligible; be it something which lacks any kind of order, or
something about which nothing can be aﬃrmed or denied - since it has no content -, it
constitutes an illegal concept, philosophically speaking. From this chaos, about which
nothing can be said or thought, for reasons that are not explained, and in a way that
is not adequately accounted for, came Earth, Tartarus and Eros, the first and fairest
among the deathless gods.
Thus behind the awe-invoking images of Theogony, lies the human incapability of understanding the nature of reality. And although man has never ceased to be fascinated by
similar stories, as far as the history of Western thought is concerned, Hesiod’s Theogony
lies at the end of its mythological period.

1.1.2. The Milesian School
The first attempt at giving a rational explanation of reality is commonly attributed to
Thales, who claimed that the principle 4 of all things is water. Thales was born in the
seventh century BCE, and was renowned for his wisdom5 . As an empirical thinker, he
must have observed that water endures, although it goes through various transformations,
and it is also a vital constituent of all living things. Such observations must have led him
to think that water is the foundation, or basic element, of all real things, in other words,
the building block of reality.
The thought of Thales usually marks the beginning of Western philosophy, because from what is known - he was the first Western thinker to suggest that the underlying
structure of reality was not impenetrable to the human mind, by attempting to explain
it on the basis of a material principle. Breaking free from the enchanting creation myths
of the past, he tried to explain the world around him on the basis of reason. For Hesiod,
everything was created from chaos, or nothingness. But Thales’ account of reality was
radically diﬀerent: underneath the enormous variety, the multiplicity, the diversity of the
world of experience, he saw unity, by conceiving of the many as being unified by the one.
He was the one who introduced the concept of the principle, or first cause, of all real
things as a means for providing a rational explanation of reality, and this is his major
contribution to the development of Western thought.
3

The word has traditionally been connected to the verb qa–nw (khainō) which translates to “I gape,
yawn” [15].
4
arq†: beginning, origin, first cause, foundation [15]
5
Thales was characterized, by many of his successors, as one of the Seven Sages of Greece. The oldest
explicit mention on record of a standard list of seven sages is in Plato’s Protagoras 342e-343b, where
Socrates mentions them in the following order: Thales of Miletus, Pittacus of Mytilene, Bias of
Priene, Solon, Cleobulus of Lindus , Myson of Chenae. They all lived in the seventh and early sixth
century BCE, excelled as lawgivers, rulers, or statesmen, and were renowned for their wisdom. There
are, nevertheless, many other lists, like the one we have from Diogenes Laertius, on which Periander
of Corinth appears instead of Myson [16].
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After Thales came Anaximander, who argued that the first cause cannot be an ordinary, limited, determinate substance like water, but it must rather be the Boundless
( äpeiron). Anaximander pointed out what seemed as a contradiction in Thales’ account,
namely, that the fundamental origin of all things could not be a thing itself. And since
it cannot be a thing, it cannot have definite limits, thus it must be the Boundless. But
the latter is an object of thought suspiciously similar to Hesiod’s chaos, in terms of
intelligibility. Since we cannot really conceive of the unlimited, this account seems to
be no diﬀerent from Hesiod’s, according to which everything originates in nothingness.
Nevertheless, there is a big diﬀerence between the two; Anaximander was led to the
notion of the Boundless through pure reasoning, while Hesiod’s chaos is a product of
pure imagination. More specifically, Anaximander reached his conclusion by defining the
concept of the principle of all things negatively (as that which is not a thing), based on
his understanding of it as used by Thales.
Unfortunately, Anaximander’s negative definition of the principle of all real things
oﬀered no information about its nature. This was pointed out by Anaximenes who, in his
turn, declared that the first cause is air, probably based on a set of more careful empirical
observations. Thus Anaximenes, just as Thales, considered the unifying principle of
everything to be a material substance. In summary, it seems that the human quest for
understanding the underlying structure of reality begun with the introduction of a new
concept ( that of the first cause) by Thales, and the attempts of his immediate successors
to redefine it (in order to better understand it), and thus render it more useful as a means
of providing a rational explanation of reality.

1.1.3. The Pythagoreans
We have seen that Thales identified the principle of all things with water. Anaximander,
who found his account contradictory, concluded that the principle of all things is the
Boundless. Finally Anaximenes, who found Anaximander’s account unacceptable - since
it practically explained nothing -, returned to Thales’ empirical approach and suggested
that the principle of all things is air. But this view , too, could not adequately explain
the world of experience. More than a century later, the Pythagorean doctrine must have
seemed, for a while, and to those who had the privilege of studying it, as the answer to
the ultimate question about life, the universe, and everything. But it wasn’t.
According to Aristotle, the “so-called Pythagoreans” “assumed that the elements6 of
numbers are the elements of all existing things”; “the elements of a number are the even
and the odd, the latter limited and the former unlimited. The unit is composed of both
of these. And the number springs from the unit"7 . Thus, for the Pythagoreans, the
principle of all things was the Unit, because they believed that all things are composed
of the same elements as numbers, and that all numbers are composed of units8 . The
6

The elements (svtoiqeÿa) of a thing, in this context, are the components into which it is ultimately
divisible.
7
Meta Ta Physika A.5: 985b25-8, 986a17-24
8
Just imagine the impact that the discovery of incommensurability must have had to those who actually
believed that the unit is the building block of reality!
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Pythagorean principle could be justified by the fact that no matter what object we look
at in the world of experience, we are able to analyze it arithmetically, that is, to count
it. The unit was thought to be, at the time, the source of all numbers, and thus their
common measure. It seemed that the Pythagoreans had in their hands the best candidate
for the unifying principle the first philosophers were looking for.
Thus it seems that the Unit was conceived by the Pythagoreans as the building block
of reality, with an existential status probably similar to the one that Plato, who was
significantly influenced by their doctrine, later attributed to ideas. They believed that
numbers (integers) are the basic constituents of all things, that the governing principle of
everything is commensurability, and that the common measure is the Unit. And although
it was mathematics and the use of ratios in the study of music that inspired this doctrine,
it was again mathematics and the discovery of the irrational numbers which led to its
collapse. The unit was not, after all, the common measure of all numbers, let alone the
common measure of everything.

1.1.4. Xenophanes
“Naturally, the diﬃculty in formulating any principle that purports to be
universal, is that it has to gain everyone’s acceptance; it has to be "all things
to all people". And this is best achieved if it is internally consistent. It must
also be adaptive but stable, meaning compatible, without losing its identity
or distinction. And it must be very simple, but able to take part in the most
complex structures imaginable. Only then will it gain the widest acceptance,
because it can be used by anyone to explain anything. Incidentally, this may
be why the premise of God has worked so well, for so many, for such a long
time.”
Arnold Hermann [9]
Both the Milesians and the Pythagoreans attempted to explain the world they perceived with their senses using a stable, enduring, primordial object of experience or
thought as an explanatory principle ( water, Boundless, air, Unit). Xenophanes of
Colophon (570 – 475 BCE), claimed that the first cause of all things is God. In his
work, Xenohanes criticized Greek polytheism and argued that God is one, and of a radically diﬀerent nature than humans: "God is One. Greatest among Gods and men, not
at all as mortals in body or thought"9 . But although Xenophanes claimed that his God
is “not at all as mortals in body or thought”, it seems that, in some sense, he also is like
mortals, since he has - after all - both a body and a mind. Where Anaximander defined
the Boundless as that which is not a thing, God was defined by Xenophanes as that
which, at the same time, is and is not like mortals.
We could think of these two approaches as two routes, each leading to a diﬀerent first
cause. Let us call Anaximander’s approach the “is-not” route, and Xenophanes’ the “is
9

Clement of Alexandria, Miscellanies: 5. 109
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and is-not” route. We have seen that the former leads to an unintelligible principle, but
what about the latter? Xenophanes’ God has a body and a mind, just like mortals.
Furthermore "All of him sees, all of him thinks, all of him hears” 10 ; “But without eﬀort.
He shakes all things by the thought of his mind. He always remains in the same place,
moving not at all"11 . But how can one conclude anything specific about the nature of
this God, from the sole premise that he has a body and a mind diﬀerent than ours?
The answer is , of course, that one cannot, because the possibilities are endless. Thus
it appears that Xenophanes described God’s nature based on no more than his personal
taste and imagination. From this we can conclude that the “is and is-not” route also
leads to an unintelligible - and thus practically useless - principle, but not as quickly as
the “is-not” route does. God is not defined negatively, as in the case of the Boundless,
but his “is and is-not” definition also oﬀers no specific information about his nature.
Xenophanes, apart from the idea of God as the principle of all things, he also formulated
what is known as “the problem of human knowledge”:
“No man has seen nor will anyone know
the truth about the gods and all the things i speak of
For even if a person should in fact say what is absolutely the case,
nevertheless he himself does not know, but belief is fashioned over all things”
Sextus Empiricus, Against the Mathematicians: 7.49.110
According to Xenophanes, no mortal will ever know the real nature of the world and
the gods, because even if one does utter the truth about these matters, he will still not be
aware of the fact, because everything is fashioned by belief. The above thoughts reveal
that Xenophanes somehow became conscious of a crucial weakness, common to all the
accounts of his predecessors, contemporaries, as well as his own: they were all ultimately
based on nothing but belief. According to McKirahan “Xenophanes introduces concerns
about method and the theoretical limits of human knowledge, which altered the course
of pre-socratic thought from speculating about nature to theorizing about the basis for
such speculation. In this change of direction we have, in an important sense, the birth
of Western Philosophy" [17].

1.1.5. Conclusion
The Milesians, Xenophanes, and the Pythagoreans understood each in his own way the
concept of the principle of all things introduced by Thales. But their accounts have one
thing in common: they are all ultimately based on belief. In fact, this also holds for
the concept of the first cause itself. Perhaps the idea that there is one single principle
capable of explaining all that exists was, and still is, almost naturally accepted by most
people, because of the nature of reason itself. Understanding the world in terms of
10
11

Sextus Empiricus, Against the Mathematicians: 9.144
Simplicus, Commentary on Aristotle’s Physics: 23.19
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causes and consequences makes the conception of a first cause of everything, understood
as an object of experience or though, very tempting. Nevertheless, Heraclitus, already in
the fifth century BCE, essentially rejected this idea, and maintained that all real things
undergo constant change ultimately governed by logos 12 .

1.2. Parmenides of Elea
Parmenides was born in Elea, a Greek city on the southern coast of Italy, in the late
sixth century BCE. According to Speusippus13 , he established the laws for the citizens
of his native Elea, and according to some other sources he was a pupil of Xenophanes;
Diogenes Laërtius also describes him as a disciple of Ameinias the Pythagorean. But no
matter who was his teacher, Parmenides must have been influenced by both Xenophanes
and Pythagoras, growing up at a place where - at the time - their philosophical views
were prevailing.
According to Laertius, Parmenides composed only one work: a poem, written in the
traditional epic medium of hexameter verse. This poem, conventionally called On Nature
- although this was probably not its original title -, has only survived in fragmentary form.
The original text had perhaps eight hundred verses, from which almost one hundred and
sixty remain today. That any portion of this poem survives is due entirely to the fact
that later ancient authors, beginning with Plato, for one reason or another, felt the need
to quote some part of it in the course of their own writings.
Parmenides is thought to be the most significant and challenging thinker of early Greek
philosophy. And he has won this title for two main reasons: because his poem constitutes
- for many - the birth of ontology, and because its interpretation has proven to be largely
controversial. But probably the most accurate explanation of the reason why his work is
so important, was given by Bertrand Russell in the following passage:
What makes Parmenides historically important is that he invented a form of
metaphysical argument that, in one form or another, is to be found in most
subsequent metaphysicians down to and including Hegel. He is often said to
have invented logic, but what he really invented was metaphysics based on
logic.
Bertrand Russell, History of Western Philosophy, p.67

1.2.1. The Poem
Fragment 1
The mares that carry me as far as my mind can reach,
walked to bring me to the famous route of the goddess [daimonos],
12

lÏgoc: (a) the word, or that by which the inward thought is expressed, (b) the inward thought itself,
Lat. ratio [15]. The term essentially refers to verbal thought, which is the cornerstone of reason.
13
Speusippus, who was Plato’s successor as head of the Academy, is said to have reported this in his
work On Philosophers
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who enlightens, in all cities, those who know things well;
there i was being carried; there the wise mares were bringing me,
straining the chariot, while maidens were leading the way.
And the axle in the naves, incandescent, shrilled like a panpipe
(for it was urged on by two whirling wheels pressing it on both sides)
as Heliades hurried - abandoning the houses of the Night to bring me to the light, having pulled with their hands the veils from their
heads.
There are the gates of the routes of Night and Day, having
above them a lintel and below them a threshold of stone;
high in the air, closed by mighty doors;
and avenging Dike keeps the keys that open them.
It was her that the maidens entreated with fair words,
and skillfully persuaded to unfasten the bolted bar
from the gates; when the doors were thrown back
a wide opening was created, the bronze doorposts turning back
and forth in their sockets, fastened with bolts and rivets;
passing straight through them at once, the maidens kept
the chariot and the horses on the high-road.
And the goddess received me graciously, taking my right hand in hers,
and addressed me in the following words of counsel:
“Young man, accompanied by immortal charioteers,
and having competent enough chariot-horses to carry you to my abode,
welcome, for it is not an ill fate which has sent you forth to travel
this route (which hasn’t been walked by humans),
but themis and dike. And it is necessary that you learn all things,
both the stable core of well-rounded Aletheia,
and the doxes of mortals, among which there is no true belief.
But , nevertheless , these you shall learn as well, since all opinions
must be tested once and for all by passing through everything.
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Fragment 2
Come now, i will tell you - and convey the word that you will hearwhich are the only routes of mental inquiry;
the one that it is, and that mi einai 14 is not
is the route of Peitho (for it follows Aletheia)
the other that it is not, and that mi einai ought to be,
this, i tell you, is a completely untrustworthy route;
14

e⁄nai: infinitive of the verb e m–; e m– is both the base form of the verb to be, and the first person of
the present tense (i am) .To the contrary, the infinitive is the only verb form, in ancient Greek, that
does not disclose the person of the subject, or the number of the persons. Thus, e⁄nai should be
understood here as to be, and mò e⁄nai as not to be.
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because you can neither come to know mi eon 15
(because this is impossible), nor can you express it.
Fragment 3
... for the same thing is thinking and einai.
Fragment 4
But behold things which, although absent, are yet firmly present in the mind;
for eon cannot be cut oﬀ from itself
neither by orderly dispersing it in every way, and everywhere,
nor by coming together.
Fragment 5
And it is the same to me
whence i will begin, for there i shall come back again.
Fragment 6
What is spoken and thought of as eon must be;
because einai is, but naught is not;
this I advise you to consider .
Into this first route of inquiry i confine you,
and i prevent you from the one, which mortals who know nothing
wander vacillating; for impotence in their
breasts guides their unsteady mind; they are borne along,
deaf as well as blind, astonished, hordes without judgment,
who think that to be and not to be are the same and
not the same, and they all follow a route that turns back.

5

Fragment 7
Because mi eonta 16 will never be proven to be;
but keep your thought away from this route of inquiry,
and do not let habit [derived] from much experience constrain you in it,
leaving your sight and hearing to wander idly
and your tongue to roar, but judge by reason the much-contested disproof
expounded by me.

15
16

mò ‚‰n: that which is not
mò ‚Ïnta: those which are not
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Fragment 8
... Yet the only route that remains to be discussed
is the route that is; on it there are many signs
that eon is without birth and indestructible,
whole17 , stable and without purpose;
nor was it ever, nor will it be, for it is now, all at the same place,
one, continuous. For what kind of birth would you seek for it?
How and whence did it grow to be? I will not permit you to say
or to think from mi eon; because that which is not can neither be said
nor thought. And if it arose from naught, what necessity
would have impelled it to grow later rather than earlier?
Thus, it must either be altogether, or not at all.
Nor will the power of faith ever permit something to come into being
from mi eon, alongside it. For this reason, Dike has not allowed [eon]
neither to come into being, nor to perish, by easing her bonds,
but holds it firm; and the decision about these matters consists in this:
is or is not. So it has been decided, just as is necessary,
that we are to set aside one route as unconceivable and without name
(for it is not a true route), and that the other is real and true.
How could eon be destroyed? How could it come into being?
Because if it came into being, [then] it is not, nor [is it] if it is going to be.
In this way birth is extinguished and destruction unheard of.
Nor is eon divisible, for it is all the same;
nor is there more or less of it in one place than in another,
which would hinder its continuity, but everything is quite full of eon.
This is why everything is continuous; because eon draws near to eon.
Immovable, in the limits of great bonds, it is
without beginning and unceasing, because birth and destruction
have been driven far oﬀ by true belief.
Remaining the same, in the same place, it lies in itself
and stable as this it will remain; for mighty Ananke
holds it bounded all around,
wherefore it is not legitimate to say that eon is incomplete;
because it does not need anything; mi eon must miss everything.
Thinking and that on account of which there is thought are the same.
Because you will not find thinking without an eon in which it is expressed;
Nor was there, is, or will be anything other than eon
since Moira has bound it to remain whole and immovable;
for this reason, all that mortals have established, persuaded that they are
true,
are merely names, that eon comes into being and perishes,
is and is not, and that it changes its position and its bright color.
17

oŒlomelËc: without parts
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1. The Origins of Ontology
But since it has an ultimate limit, it is complete from every side,
similar to the volume of a perfectly round sphere, extending from
the center towards every direction equally; because neither more
nor less can be here or there, for there is no mi eon,
to keep it from reaching its like
nor is it more eon here and less there, because it is whole;
thus equal in all directions, it is equally confined within limits.
Here i close my trustworthy word and though about truth;
Henceforward [you shall] learn the doxes of mortals
by listening the deceptive order of my words
for they have been accustomed to naming two tokens forms;
one of them they should not - it is here that they are mislead -,
and they judged them as having opposite bodies, and
assigned diﬀerent signs to them, on the one hand the heavenly flame
of fire, gentle, light, in every way the same as itself
but not the same as the other; and the other, opposite to it,
dark night, a dense and heavy body.
Of these i tell you the whole arrangement as it seems to men,
so that no mortal opinion may ever mislead you.
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Fragment 9
But because everything has been named light and night
and what corresponds to their powers was given to each thing
all is full at once of light and obscure night
which are both equal, since naught
has a share in neither of them.
Fragment 10
You shall also know the nature of the sky and all of its signs
and the unseen deeds of the glowing sun’s pure torch,
and whence they arose, and the wandering deeds of the
round-faced moon and its nature, and you shall also know
the sky that surrounds us whence it grew and how Ananke
guided and bound it to hold the limits of the stars.
Fragment 11
how earth and sun and moon
and the common to all sky and the galaxy and the outermost olympus
and the hot might of the starts violently came to being.
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Fragment 12
The narrower rings are filled with unmixed fire,
and those next to them with night, with a few flames bouncing.
And in the center stands the goddess that governs everything;
for she rules over terrible birth and mixing of all things
sending the female to mix with the male and in reverse,
the male to mix with the female.
Fragment 13
First of all gods she contrived Eros...
Fragment 14
Shining in the night with a light not of its own, wandering around the earth
Fragment 15
Always gazing at the rays of the sun
Fragment 16
For as is at any given moment the mixture of the much-wandering
limbs, so also is the mind present in humans; for that which thinks is the
same
for each and every human, namely, the nature of their limbs; and thought is
an adjunct to it.
Fragment 17
On the right boys, and on the left girls
Fragment 18
This is how, according to human doxes, these things have come to be
and now are, and after they have grown they will cease to be;
and to each humans have assigned a distinctive name.

1.2.2. The Poem’s Interpretation
Interpreting Parmenides’ poem means understanding his thought. But in order to do so,
one must not only be familiar with the language in which it was expressed, but also with
the socio-cultural conditions that aﬀected it. The partial and imperfect preservation of
the poem is another factor that greatly complicates this task. So many are the diﬀerent
interpretations that have been given to this poem in the course of history, that it would
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constitute a huge project in itself just to critically present the most important among
them. But this does not necessarily mean that we are helpless; it can as well be taken as
an indication that looking for a unique commonly accepted coherent interpretation that
will disclose the true content of Parmenides’ thought is just the wrong way to go.
Parmenides’ poem is divided into three parts conventionally called: the proem, the
route of truth, and the route of doxa (opinion). The first describes his journey to the
route of the goddess, whose gate is guarded by avenging Dike. This is the most artistic
part of the poem, devised to create images that arise a feeling of awe to the reader, or
hearer, thus preparing the ground for the more philosophical part that is to follow. In the
second part the goddess reveals to Parmenides the two only routes of theoretical inquiry:
the route of Peitho - characterized as the only true route -, and the route that mortals
who know nothing follow, which is not named. The former is discussed in this part, and
the latter in the third one, conventionally called the route of doxa. Let us now briefly
present four of the most popular interpretations, just to get an idea of the diﬀerent ways
in which this famous poem was historically understood.
1.2.2.1. Plato
Plato was the first to quote Parmenides’ poem in his writings. His respect and admiration is obvious in the dialogue he dedicated to him [13], in which Parmenides plays
a similar role to the one that Socrates plays in most of the Platonic dialogues. More
specifically, in it, Parmenides is presented as explaining to Socrates the correct way of
practicing philosophy, namely, by examining not only the consequences of the hypothesis
that an idea exists, but also of the hypothesis that it does not exist. In order to demonstrate this method of theoretical investigation to Socrates with an example, Parmenides
examines the consequences of two hypothesis: that the One18 exists, and that the One
does not exist. Plato’s understanding of Parmenides is best reflected in this dialogue,
and especially where the One is shown to have a number of properties that reflect those
that Parmenides himself attributed to eon in the course of fragment 8: that it is in itself
and the same as itself, that it is at rest, that it is like itself, in contact with itself etc.
All these properties are shown to belong to the One in virtue of its own nature and in
relation to itself. But the One is shown to also have contrary attributes, which belong
to it in other aspects (that is, not in virtue of its own nature, or in relation to itself).
According to the Platonic theory, real existence is possessed only by Ideas; these are
the only true beings. But all ideas spring from the One, and the latter is shown to
possess the properties of the Parmenidean eon, which indicates that Plato probably
understood eon as “that which exists”. The Platonic One seems to be a refinement of
the Pythagorean Unit; it entails the opposites and can thus constitute the sole principle
of a reality described in terms of contrary concepts, and in addition it is a real being,
since it has a similar nature to the Parmenidean eon, understood as “that which exists”.
Thus, it appears that Plato viewed the two major phases of Parmenides’ poem as dual
accounts of the same entity in diﬀerent aspects; for him both the idea of Light and the
18

that is, the concept, or idea, of one
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idea of Dark exist, although for Parmenides only one of the two represents a form, as it
is explicitly stated in 8.51-57.
1.2.2.2. Theophrastus
Skipping Aristotle’s interpretation, which will be discussed in the following chapter, let
us see how his successor Theophrastus understood Parmenides’ poem. Alexander of
Aphrodisias quotes him as having written the following in the first book of his work On
the Natural Philosophers:
Coming after this man [Xenophanes], Parmenides of Elea, son of Pyres, went
along both paths. For he both declares that the universe is eternal and also
attempts to explain the generation of the things that are, though without
taking the same view of them both, but supposing that in accordance with
truth the universe is one and ungenerated and spherical in shape, while in
accordance with the view of the multitude, and with a view to explaining the
generation of things as they appear to us, making the principles two, fire and
earth, the one as matter and the other as cause and agent.
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Metaphysics, 31.7-16
The above passage suggests that for Theophrastus the Parmenidean eon is the universe,
and that just like Plato, he too understood Parmenides as furnishing dual accounts of
the universe, first in its intelligible, and then in its phenomenal aspects.
1.2.2.3. The Strict Monist Interpretation
In more recent history, a good many interpreters have taken the poem’s second part as
an argument for strict monism, or the paradoxical view that there exists exactly one
thing, eon, whose essential properties are given in fragment 8. According to this view the
world of our ordinary experience, which gives rise to our normal beliefs in the existence
of change and plurality, is a mere illusion. Although less common than it once was, this
view still has its adherents and is probably familiar to many who have only a superficial
acquaintance with Presocratic philosophy.
1.2.2.4. The Dialectical-Logical Interpretation
The interpretations discussed so far seem to contradict certain parts of the original text.
On the one hand it is explicitly stated in the poem that there is only one true route of
theoretical inquiry, which contradicts the aspectual interpretation prevailing in antiquity.
On the other hand, the strict monist interpretation is obviously far-fetched. Among the
various other approaches, Russell’s dialectical-logical interpretation stands out. In his
view, the essence of Parmenides’ argument in the first major part of the poem is the
following:
When you think, you think of something; when you use a name, it must
be the name of something. Therefore, both thought and language require
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objects outside themselves. And since you can think of a thing or speak of
it at one time as well as at another, whatever can be thought of or spoken of
must exist at all times. Consequently there can be no change, since change
consists in things coming into being or ceasing to be.
Bertrand Russell, History of Western Thought, p.68
Fragment 6 of the poem begins with the phrase: “What is spoken and thought of as
eon must be”. Russell interprets the term “be” here to mean exist and concludes that,
according to Parmenides, anything that can be thought or spoken of must exist. But his
further conclusion that whatever can be thought or spoken of must exist at all times,
and thus there can be no change, is already quite puzzling. And it only becomes even
more so, as he attempts to better explain it.
1.2.2.5. Conclusion
Thus it appears that the philosophical study of the nature of being, existence, or reality which we call ontology - begins with Parmenides. Contrary to the Milesians, Pythagoras,
and Xenophanes, who sought to explain reality on the basis of a unifying principle (that
took the form of a physical substance, or an abstract idea), Parmenides attempted to
understand it by analyzing the concept of eon. The fact that the interpretation of his
thought has historically proven to be largely controversial, earned him the title of the
most challenging Presocratic philosopher. Nevertheless, there seems to be a diﬀerent
explanation of the reasons why a commonly accepted coherent interpretation of his poem
has proven to be impossible. This explanation, which is based on Aristotle’s view of
Presocratic thought as expressed in Meta ta Physika, and which shall be discussed in
the next chapter, can be summarized in the following statement: what is not clearly
expressed, has not been clearly understood.
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2.1. Preliminary Considerations
2.1.1. Experience, Theory and Knowledge
Aristotle’s treatise Meta Ta Physika, where he discusses the question of being, begins
with an account of the connection between experience, theory, and knowledge, which
lies at the foundation of his thought. All animals, according Aristotle, possess senseperception as a biological given, but only in some of them does sense-perception give
rise to memory1 . Memory marks the presence of imagination ( the power by which an
object is presented to the mind [15]), but only the animals that possess both memory and
the sense of hearing exhibit the capacity for learning, or experience. Finally, humans are
unique among all animals, because they use experience as their principal way of survival2 .
In Aristotle’s view, man acquires both practical and theoretical knowledge through
experience, which is born from memory in such a way that a number of memories of the
same type of actions eventually acquire the meaning of obtained experience3 . Practical
knowledge occurs whenever from many concepts moulded in experience, a general opinion
regarding the same thing is formed. For example, the opinion that for Kallias, who
suﬀered from a specific kind of disease, some specific medicine proved to be helpful, as in
the case of Socrates, and many other cases taken separately, is a matter of experience; but
the view that this medicine is helpful for many, determined by type and suﬀering from
specific diseases, is a matter of theory4 . In other words, according to Aristotle, practical
(or experiential) knowledge is knowledge of the particular, while theoretical knowledge
is knowledge of the universal5 .
Most importantly, because every action and creation aims at the particular, someone
who possesses knowledge of the universal, but is completely ignorant of the particular
contained in it, will often be unable to correctly apply theory in practice6 . Nevertheless,
Aristotle remarks, we think of knowledge and understanding as belonging to theory rather
than to practice (pràxic: action), and we take theoreticians to be wiser than practitioners,
presupposing that the measure of knowledge is also a universal measure of wisdom. In
his view, the reason why we make this presupposition is because theoreticians know the
1
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cause of things, while practitioners ignore it. In other words, theoretical knowledge is
valued more than experiential knowledge because it is concerned with the why, while
experience only with the that of things 7 .

2.1.2. First Philosophy and Science
2.1.2.1. The Science of Wisdom or First Philosophy
Apart from distinguishing between experiential (or practical) and theoretical (or scientific) knowledge in general, Aristotle also distinguished between practical and theoretical
science, on the basis of a fundamental diﬀerence, namely, that the objective of the latter
is truth and the objective of the former is Írgon (work, deed, or action)8 Theoretical
sciences do not aim at practical benefit or pleasure, but at truth, which is why they are
thought to be superior to practical sciences, as well as why their historical development
succeeded the development of the latter9 . Thus, just as theoreticians are considered to
be wiser than practitioners, and the architect wiser than the craftsman, theoretical sciences are considered to be superior to practical sciences. Finally wisdom is identified by
Aristotle with the science of the first principles and causes of all things that are, which
is the most theoretical of all 10 .
Where each science takes into account only an aspect of being, and studies its accidental
properties, this special science studies being in its entirety - or being as such -, that is,
the most intrinsic characteristics of being shared by all things that are (Ónta)11 . In
other words, this particular theoretical science studies the first principles - what we
would call the axioms, from a mathematical point of view - and causes of all things
that are, and is concerned with questions like: t– ‚svt» t‰ Ón (what is being), which are
the initial occasions and causes that make things be, what is oŒsv–a 12 , what is Çrq†
(beginning, origin or principle), a t–a (cause), f‘svic (nature), Èn (one), poi‰n (quality),
posv‰n (quantity) etc. Aristotle named this most general, universal science - which in the
course of time developed into what we nowadays know as metaphysics - first philosophy.
Thus it seems that, for Aristotle, first philosophy is not practically necessary or useful
by itself, but it allows us to understand the fundamental presuppositions of all sciences,
each of which studies only an aspect of reality. Arithmetic, for example, studies quantities, geometry space, and physics natural phenomena, but questions such as what is
quantity, space, or natural phenomenon lie at their foundation and thus outside of their
scope. These fundamental questions are the subject matter of first philosophy.

7

Meta Ta Physica A.1: 981a26-33
Meta Ta Physika A. Íl.1: 993b20-2
9
Meta Ta Physika A.1: 981b22-5
10
Meta Ta Physika A.1: 981b30-2, 982a36-7
11
Meta Ta Physika G.1: 1003a20-5
12
Since Aristotle was Plato’s disciple, it makes sense to interpret his use of the term oŒsv–a before its
explicit definition in book D of Meta Ta Physika, in terms of Plato’s use of it, in whose work it
denotes being (t‰ e⁄nai, t‰ Ón), existence, or the nature of a thing [15].
8
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2.1.2.2. The term “Metaphysics”
The well-known term metaphysics, which is popularly thought to be the title of Aristotle’s
treatise on first philosophy, constitutes a wonderful example of the historical development
of meaning. The word derives from the Greek words metà (beyond, or after) and fusvikà
(all that has to do with nature), but in the English language it was introduced by
way of the Medieval Latin metaphysica, from the Medieval Greek metafusvikÄ. Aristotle
discusses what he calls ’the science of the first principles and causes’, or first philosophy,
in a treatise known to us today as “Metaphysics” or “Meta ta Physika”, but these terms
are nowhere to be found in the fourteen books that the treatise comprises. The basis of
Aristotle’s texts which survive today is formed by an edition of his works published by
Andronicus of Rhodes, who lived around 60 BCE, and was the head of the Peripatetic
school at the time. It is thought that Andronicus has placed Aristotle’s books on first
philosophy right after another work entitled Physika (which comprises eight books), and
called them "the books that come after the [books on] physics". Seemingly, this was
misread by Latin scholiasts, who understood it to mean "the science of what is beyond
the physical”. However, once the name was given, the commentators naturally sought to
find intrinsic reasons for its appropriateness. For instance, it was understood to mean
"the science of the world beyond nature (f‘svic)" that is, the science of the immaterial.
Again, it was understood to refer to the chronological or pedagogical order among our
philosophical studies, so that the "metaphysical sciences would mean, those that we
study after having mastered the sciences that deal with the physical world" (St. Thomas
Aquinas, "In Lib, Boeth. de Trin.", V, 1) [19].

2.1.3. Methodology
Natural philosophy, which begun as soon as the so-called first philosophers attempted
to explain external reality on the basis of reason, can be viewed as the precursor of
science. In their attempts, each of these thinkers posited one single principle which they
claimed was enough to explain the multiplicity of things observed in the world. But apart
from the multiplicity of things, it soon became obvious that their everlasting change and
movement was also in need of a logical explanation, and thus subsequent thinkers found
themselves in need of more than one single principle. Nevertheless, it was’t until Aristotle
that a specific method for pursuing theoretical knowledge was made explicit, and in this
sense, we could say that Aristotle is the father of modern science.
2.1.3.1. The Scientific Method
Our knowledge of Aristotle’s logic derives from six treatises that have been preserved
by his hand, namely, the Categories, On Interpretation, Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytics, Topics, and Sophistical Refutations. These works were grouped together by the
Peripatetics under the name Organon, meaning instrument or tool, which hints at an
understanding of Aristotle’s logic as the tool par excellence for the pursuit of scientific
knowledge. Thus, we can think of Organon as providing a first formalization of the
scientific method.
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The Organon, treated as a single work, begins with the examination of the single
terms which constitute categorical sentences. Then comes the study of the constitution
of assertive sentences and the investigation of the relevant concept of contradiction. The
next step is the presentation of the system through which assertive sentences can be
combined with each other to form syllogisms, whose validity guarantees the deduction of
conclusions from given premises salva veritate. This type of reasoning, that is, syllogistic
reasoning, is then used for the establishment of a method of scientific proof which sets the
conditions and determines the structure that ought to characterize any scientific project.
Finally, some other forms of reasoning, which do not satisfy the strict specifications
of the scientific demonstrative process, are also examined in Organon as useful for the
formulation of convincing, or simply plausible, arguments, as well as for the diagnosis
of sophisms or other factors which are likely to lead to absurdities and other forms of
error13 .
The notion of syllogism is defined by Aristotle as follows:
“A syllogism is speech (lÏgoc) in which, certain things having been supposed,
something diﬀerent from those supposed results of necessity because of their
being so. “
Aristotle, Prior Analytics I.2: 24b18-20
But deductions, which are arguments from the universal to the particular, are not the
only species of argument recognized by Aristotle. Induction (or something very much
like it), which is an argument from the particular to the universal, is also discussed in
the Posterior Analytics. In fact, it is induction, or at any rate a cognitive process that
moves from particulars to their generalizations, that is the basis of knowledge of the
indemonstrable first principles of all sciences [4]. If we think of Aristotle’s conception
of knowledge in terms of a route whose ends are experience and theory, then induction
leads from experience to theory, and deduction from theory to experience.
2.1.3.2. Dialectics
According to V.F. Asmus, an eminent Russian philosopher and historian whose area of
expertise was Ancient Greek philosophy, Aristotle believed that the objective of knowledge is the faithful reflection of reality. But, at the same time, he recognized that this
is not possible always and for all matters, and when it is, it cannot be immediately
achieved. In a number of cases and issues we cannot acquire certain knowledge , that
is, we cannot achieve undeniable possession of truth, but only possible knowledge, which
requires its own special method. The latter cannot be the scientific method, but one
that approximates, or prepares the ground for it. And, according to Asmus, Aristotle
believed that this method is dialectics 14 .
The Aristotelean notion of dialectics deviates from the Socratic and the Platonic ones.
Asmus argues that, for Socrates, dialectics was the way to reliable knowledge, and consisted in the analysis of contradictions in the popular and philosophical understanding
13
14

[2] Introduction pp.15-6
[4]pp.96-97
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of the issue under examination. For Plato, it was the way to know true being, and was
identified with the practice of the mind in theorizing about incorporeal ideas, a theorizing
that was based on the senses. To the contrary, Asmus claims that for Aristotle, dialectics was merely an enquiry, and not a dogmatic presentation of undeniable truths. The
objective of Aristotelean dialectics was not truth - the correspondence of knowledge to
its object -, but merely the absence of formal contradictions between the terms engaged
in the issue under discussion, as well as between the positions articulated by the interlocutors. In this view, the value of dialectics lied in its ability to show the appropriate
method of investigation of each particular matter. To this end, syllogisms were developed
that could lead to an answer to the question that has been posed (not a reliable answer,
but merely a possible one), and which were devoid of contradictions. At the same time,
dialectics provided a method of investigation into the shortcomings of the answers given
to the question under discussion15 .
As for the actual practice of dialectics, it appears that it took the form of an institutionalized contest in lÏgoc 16 , which was systematically exercised during the classical
era, especially in philosophical schools like the Academy and the Lyceum, and mainly
for educational purposes17 . The technical aspects of dialectics are treated by Aristotle in
Topics and in Sophistical Refutations 18 . In general, a dialectical contest was performed
between two contestants in a strictly determined framework of rules and restrictions.
Usually the event took place in front of an audience, and in the presence of a referee.
One of the two interlocutors undertook the role of the replier (ÅpokrinÏmenoc). The
latter was initially given a specific problem - which consisted in a disjunctive pair of
contradictory assertive sentences of more or less the same force, or power- and had to
choose one of its two parts. Then he had to defend the corresponding proposition, by
replying to the questions of the other contestant, who undertook the role of the questioner
(·rwt¿n). The latter asked ’yes’ or ’no’ questions, without having the right to express his
own positions. The questioner won if he managed to compel his interlocutor to contradict
himself (usually regarding his initial position), or if he managed to silence him by making
him unable to answer, before the end of the game. Otherwise, the replier won.
2.1.3.3. The Aporetic Method
We have seen that, according to Asmus, the role of Aristotle’s dialectics was to show the
appropriate method of investigation of each specific issue. As for the questions pertaining
to first philosophy, it appears that the method was shown to be the examination of the
contradictions and the diﬃculties that can arise during their treatment. Aristotle called
15

[4]p.97
LÏgoc meaning both reason and speech, or discourse
17
Topics A.2: 101a27
18
For a reconstruction of the history of dialectics before Aristotle see [?]pp. 44-55. For the view that
Aristotle was the proponent par excellence of dialectics in the platonic Academy see [21]: passim.
Finally, for the technical characteristics of the dialectical match see [22]: 277-283. On the other
hand, Isocrates did not miss the chance to express his contempt for the educational value of such
practices; see Antidosis 258-269, Against the Sophists 1-8, Panathenaicus 26-26, Helen 1-5, Letters To Alexander 3.
16
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this method of inquiry the aporetic (aporhtik†) method. The word aporetic derives
from Çpor–a ( diﬃculty, or perplexity), and signifies - in this case - the investigation
of equivalent contradictions in the solution of a problem. According to Asmus, these
contradictions, or Çpor–ec, can - in some cases - be contradictions that arose in the
historical treatment of the issue under investigation. Aristotle discusses such Çpor–ec in
the first book of Meta Ta Physika, as well as elsewhere (like in the first book of both
Physika and On the Soul, where he traces the historical development of the issues under
discussion 19 ).
Furthermore, Asmus claims that Aristotle was led to prescribe the aporetic method
as the method of first philosophy, due to his understanding of demonstrative knowledge.
More specifically, according to Asmus, Aristotle believed that demonstrative science cannot prove the foundations, or principles, in which it is itself grounded, and that these
principles are instead discovered by induction. Nevertheless, it is the aporetic method
that is suggested and described in the Topics, while the inductive method of discovery of
the principles is not discussed at all there. Asmus concludes, that the aporetic method
is essentially an exercise of the mind that leads to the immediate contemplation - due
to this preparation - of the fundamental presuppositions of science about the object of
study. Finally, he remarks that at this point Aristotle’s thought approaches the theories
of Socrates and especially Plato regarding the heuristic and pedagogical importance of
the dialectics of contradictions, as a means of preparation for acquiring knowledge of
some truth that is not easily accessible 20 .

2.2. The Nature of Real Beings
We have seen that, according to Asmus, the method of investigation that Aristotle prescribed for first philosophy was the aporetic method. Indeed, in the first book of his
treatise on first philosophy, Aristotle examines the answers given by his predecessors to
the question of the first principles and causes of everything, and points out the various contradictions that they entail. What follows is a brief, selective overview of this
examination.

2.2.1. Pre-Aristotelean Thought and the Question of Being
2.2.1.1. Thales and Anaximenes
As we have already seen in the first chapter, the so-called first philosophers attempted to
explain the world by assuming that everything in it is composed of a basic element, which
remains permanent and stable, and is only transformed in relation to its properties21 . For
Thales, this basic element was water, and for Anaximenes air. In other words, they both
attempted to explain reality on the basis of a material principle, namely, by assuming
that there is an ultimate matter out of which everything in the world is composed.
19
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2. Aristotle and the Nature of Real Beings
But, as it turned out, a material principle could not - by itself - explain generation and
decay, that is, the constant movement and change observed in the world of experience.
A basic element like water, or air, can be seen as the base of this change, but it cannot
explain it, because - by definition - it cannot transform itself22 . According to Aristotle,
this problem led some thinkers to suggest that everything is one and motionless, and
that in reality, there is no change and movement in nature23 , while others, who were less
willing to ignore the testimony of the senses, included in their explanations a principle
of movement.
2.2.1.2. Anaxagoras and Empedocles
Contrary to Thales and Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Empedocles both included in their
accounts of reality a principle of movement. Anaxagoras believed that originally all
things existed in infinitesimally small fragments of themselves, endless in number and
inextricably combined in a chaotic mass. According to him, the world as we know it arose
when the Mind brought order to this chaos by causing motion. For Anaxagoras, there
exists a Mind of the whole of nature, in a way similar to the one in which a mind exists
in particular creatures, and this Mind is the ultimate cause of the constant movement
and change which characterizes the world of experience. But, according to Aristotle,
Anaxagoras’ principle of movement explains the birth of the world as a deus ex machina,
and thus it cannot explain why the existence of anything is necessary24 .
Empedocles, on the other hand, believed that there are four material principles of
beings, namely, four basic elements out of which everything in the world is composed:
fire, water, earth, and air25 . As for the principle of movement, he pointed out that in
nature there seems to exist not only order and beauty, but also disorder and ugliness.
Therefore, he suggested two principles of movement: friendship and Íric (discord, strife),
of which the former would be the cause of the good, and the latter the cause of the bad.
In fact, according to Aristotle, Empedocles was the first to hold as first principles the
good and the bad26 . But, again according to Aristotle, he also contradicted his own
teachings, by stating, many times, that friendship divides, and discord connects, while
according to their definition it should always be the other way round27 .
2.2.1.3. The Pythagoreans
Aristotle explains that some of the Pythagoreans believed that the principles of mathematics are also the principles of beings28 , and some others identified the latter with the
following ten principles, each of which represents a basic antithesis: finite and infinite,
one and many, right and left, male and female, static and moving, straight and curvy,
22
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2. Aristotle and the Nature of Real Beings
light and darkness, good and bad, equilateral and non-equilateral, and even and odd29 .
In their view, antitheses are the first principles of all things. Aristotle further argues
that in both accounts the exact way in which all things are connected to the principles
is not explained, but it seems that the latter are understood as the basic elements out
of which everything is composed, with the diﬀerence that these basic elements are - for
the Pythagoreans - many and incorporeal30 . Thus, just as Thales and Anaximenes, it
appears that the Pythagoreans essentially spoke only of the material principles of things.
2.2.1.4. Xenophanes and Parmenides
Xenophanes was, in Aristotle’s view, the first who conceived of the universe as one,
although he did not clarify anything about it; he ignored completely the issue of the two
principles - material principle, and principle of movement - , but aiming at the whole of
the universe, he pronounced that the one is God 31 . This is as much as Aristotle has
to say about Xenophanes, whose opinion he excludes from his examination, because he
considers him to be one of the most uncultivated philosophers 32 .
Parmenides, on the other hand, is recognized as the only thinker among those who
conceived of everything as one, who realized the need for a principle of movement, since
he essentially accepted two principles33 . By saying that “nor will the power of faith ever
permit something to come into being from mi eon” 34 , that is, “nor was there, is, or will
be anything other than eon” 35 , he essentially accepted that that which is is necessarily
one, but - being unable to ignore the testimony of the senses - he judged that the concept
of one corresponds to lÏgoc (which , in this case, seems to denote conceptual thought),
and the concept of many to sense-perception (namely, to the way in which we experience
that which is)36 . Thus, it appears that he essentially admitted two principles, one that
referred to pure reason, and one that referred to experience.
2.2.1.5. Plato
According to Aristotle, the Platonic theory of Ideas is influenced - to a great extent - by
the Pythagorean doctrine, but also by the teachings of Heraclitus and Socrates. On the
one hand, Heraclitus has observed that all the objects we perceive with our senses are
constantly changing, and thus that there can be no science of such objects. On the other
hand, Socrates sought knowledge of the universal in ethics - giving up the study of nature
-, and was the first to focus exclusively on the specification of concepts. These views led
Plato to the conclusion that the only things which can be conceptually described are ideas,
because objects of experience undergo constant change and thus cannot be theoretically
29
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2. Aristotle and the Nature of Real Beings
represented by concepts, which he thought to be stable and permanent in nature. This
conclusion, in its turn, led him to conceive of ideas as being the only real things37 .
In Aristotle’s view, Plato essentially accepted two first principles: one that referred
to the mind, which he called oŒsv–a (or “what is” , or nature) of a thing, and a material
one. In particular, he believed that the nature of any idea is the One, and its material
principles are the ideas of Big and Small, because all ideas exist - as the only real things
that they are - by virtue of the basic ideas of Big and Small, and according to their
participation in the idea of One. As for the world of experience, Platonic ideas are the
cause of the nature (oŒsv–a) of all things38 . And although they could also be thought
to constitute the material principles of all objects of experience - just as in the case of
the Pythagorean first principles -, they could in no way be conceived as principles of
movement. Plato’s eternal and unchanging ideas were rather the principles of stillness
and calmness.
2.2.1.6. Conclusions
At the end of this analysis, Aristotle concludes that his predecessors did not speak of
any diﬀerent causes than the ones discussed in his Physika 39 , which should convince us
of their completeness and correctness40 . These causes are: oŒsv–a, matter, a principle of
movement, and the principle of o› Èneka, or the good (ÇgajÏn), that is, the purpose of
every generation and decay, which is antithetical to the principle of movement41 (and
which is not discussed here). Regarding all thinkers up to Empedocles, who spoke only
of (one or more) material principles, and (one or more) principles of movement, Aristotle
states the following:
"These men ... speak ambiguously and not clearly, behaving just like the
untrained in battle. Because as the latter often achieve brave wounds, but
not by skill, in a similar way they also seem not to be conscious of that
of which they are speaking, given that they make little or no use of their
principles. "
Aristotle, Meta Ta Physika A.4: 985a16-21
Thus , in Aristotle’s view, these men had not realized what it was that they were speaking
of. In other words, the problem they were tackling was not clear to them, and thus both
their reasoning and its outcome were bound to be at least equally unclear. As unexpected
as this may seem, there is a science fiction story which expresses in a wonderful way
Aristotle’s point. Douglas Adam’s comic science fiction series The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy begins with a group of hyper-intelligent pan-dimensional beings who decide to
build a supercomputer, Deep Thought, designed to compute the Answer to the Ultimate
Question of Life, The Universe, and Everything. After seven and a half million years,
37
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2. Aristotle and the Nature of Real Beings
Deep Thought’s computations finally produced an answer, and the answer was 42! But
what was the ultimate question?
As a general conclusion, Aristotle states that all major thinkers up to Plato who tackled
the problem of the first principles and causes, spoke about them vaguely; in some sense
they did speak about them, but in some other they did not. Most importantly, none of
them spoke clearly about oŒsv–a, and less than anyone the followers of the Platonic theory
of ideas 42 , 43 . But, for Aristotle, this is not at all surprising, because - as he says - first
philosophy was back then in its cradle, and it could not speak properly, because it was
still young44 .

2.2.2. The Philosophical Terms^On and OŒsv–a
2.2.2.1. ^On
It seems that Aristotle’s examination of the opinions of his predecessors regarding the first
principles and causes of everything, led him to conclude that at the heart of the problem
lied the concept of being (Ón). Because of the ambiguity of this term, the question of the
first principles of all beings must have been - for pre-Aristotelean thinkers - as elusive
as the ultimate question in Adams’ novel. Indeed, how could they give a comprehensive
and informative answer, if it was not clear to them what they meant by the term being?
Which brings us to what Aristotle considers to be the fundamental question of first
philosophy, that is, the question: “what is being?” 45 . This formulation of the problem
seems to imply that to determine the first principles and causes of everything that is, we
must first specify what we mean when we say that something is.
In book D of Meta Ta Physica, Aristotle examines the various ways in which the term
Ón is used, and concludes that it generally has three distinct meanings. Its primary
meaning is that of real existence, namely, it is equivalent to the expression “that which
exists in external reality”. But such existence is possessed only by individual material
things, and thus the latter are the only real beings. Nevertheless, the term Ón is also
used to denote things which refer, or belong, to real beings, although they are not such
themselves. In the Categories, Aristotle classifies all things that can function as the
subject, or the predicate, of an assertive proposition in ten categories46 . According to
him, they are all referred to as beings because the categories correspond to the diﬀerent
ways of expressing real beings : the category of oŒsv–a expresses what a thing is, while
the rest of the categories express its quality, quantity, action, aﬀection, place, time, etc.
Furthermore, because real beings are also expressed in negative terms, things like the
non-white are also said to be, because they refer, or belong, to something real. The third
meaning of the term Ón is that of truth and falsehood; in this sense, that which is is what
42
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is true, and that which is not what is false.

47

2.2.2.2. OŒsv–a
Apart from the concept of Ón, another primary notion that required specification was
that of oŒsv–a. Remember that, according to Aristotle’s analysis, Parmenides and Plato
both spoke of a principle of oŒsv–a, but in a very unclear way. In the fourth book of Meta
Ta Physika, the use of the term oŒsv–a is also examined, and the conclusion is that it has
two distinct meanings.
OŒsv–a is primarily called, according to Aristotle, the simple bodies, namely, earth,
fire, water , and air, and in general the (material) bodies and the living beings that
have them as parts. This use of the term is characterized by the fact that whatever is
called oŒsv–a in this way cannot be predicated of some subject, but is itself an ultimate
subject. But the term is also used to denote that which, being inherent in something
that is not an ultimate subject , is the cause of its being (eŸnai), like for example the soul
in the animal. Aristotle points out that, in this sense, we call oŒsv–a the inherent parts
of a thing that constrain and determine it, and which if they were to disappear, would
make the whole disappear, just like the body would disappear if the surface disappeared
(and the surface would disappear if the line disappeared). This is why, according to
him, some claimed that the number is an oŒsv–a (Pythagoreans, Plato), thinking that if
it were to disappear everything would cease to be, since they believed that everything
is determined by numbers48 . This second meaning of the term oŒsv–a is what Aristotle
calls “t‰ t– ™n e⁄nai” (being what was it [to be]) of each thing, which is expressed through
a definition (whose lÏgoc is a definition). Consequently, the term oŒsv–a, in its primary
sense, denotes the ultimate subject, and in a secondary sense, the form of each being,
conceived by verbal thought in terms of a definition49 .
2.2.2.3. Conclusion
In summary, Aristotle concludes the following, regarding the meaning of the philosophical
terms Ón and oŒsv–a: a thing is called Ón in the primary sense, if it is a material individual
thing, like a particular man, or a particular horse, or rock. When we say, in this sense,
that something is, we mean that it is a real thing (it possesses real existence). In a
secondary sense, everything that refers, or belongs, to something real is also called Ón,
although it does not itself have real existence. On the other hand, a thing is called oŒsv–a
- in the primary sense - if it is an ultimate subject, namely, a thing that is what it is
by itself and in itself, and not as a part of anything else. And because only material
individual things have this property, oŒsv–a - in the primary sense - can only refer to real
things. Thus, the primary meaning of oŒsv–a and the primary meaning of Ón both depict
real beings. But when we speak, or think, of any Ón (real or not) we are confirming not
47
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only that it is, but also that it is a particular something. The second meaning of oŒsv–a
denotes exactly this, namely, the form of each being (“t‰ t– ™n e⁄nai” ) , whose lÏgoc is
a definition.

2.2.3. OŒsv–a, Matter, and Form
According to Aristotle, the primary meaning of oŒsv–a (ultimate subject) expresses in
some sense matter, in some sense form, and in some third sense the composite of matter
and form that is every material individual thing50 . And the question rises: what is the
connection between oŒsv–a, matter and form?
Let us first consider the possibility that oŒsv–a is matter, in the sense of the absolutely
undetermined subject. Aristotle argues that this cannot be the case, because absolute
matter - which is neither an individual object, nor a quantity, nor any other aspect of
a real thing - lacks what seems to be the ultimate subject’s fundamental characteristic,
namely, self-existent individuality51 . Let us now consider the possibility that oŒsv–a is
“t‰ t– ™n e⁄nai”, or form, of a real thing. Could we say that oŒsv–a is form? According to
Aristotle we can’t, because the form of each thing is in some sense the same as the thing
itself, but in another sense it is not 52 .
Thus, it seems that oŒsv–a can be neither absolute matter, nor absolute form. Instead,
it depicts matter and form in the way in which they are presented in experience, namely,
as constitutive parts of any real thing. In other words, the two meanings of oŒsv–a highlight the two components of any real thing, its matter and its form, and no matter if they
are treated separately or together, they always hint at the composite of matter and form
outside of which they possess no real existence. Finally, it seems that these results underlie Aristotle’s claim that the fundamental question of first philosophy, namely, “what
is being”, is essentially equivalent to the question ” what is oŒsv–a” 53 .
2.2.3.1. Absolute Matter and Absolute Form
Aristotle points out that both absolute matter and absolute form are not subject to
generation and decay, contrary to material individual things54 . For him, this means that
they do not possess real existence, like individual material things do. Absolute matter
is absolutely undetermined, and thus there is nothing we can say, or think, about it;
it exists only potentially, because although it is not a thing itself, it has the potential
of becoming any particular, by realizing any form. Absolute form, on the other hand,
is what determines matter, and it can be presented separately from it. Thus, it exists
in a diﬀerent way than absolute matter does, namely, it exists actually. This type of
existence is much more diﬃcult to grasp. Aristotle attempts to explain it by comparing
the relation between existing actually and existing potentially to the relation between a
builder who is currently building, and someone who is capable of building, or the relation
50
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between someone who is seeing, and someone who has his eyes closed, but is still capable
of seeing. In general, Aristotle concludes that absolute matter and absolute form have
a status of existence which is diﬀerent from that of real things, and diﬀerent from each
other. 55
Thus, it appears that, for Aristotle, absolute matter and absolute form do not possess
real existence; matter exists potentially, and form actually. To the contrary, real existence
requires the combination of the potential existence of matter with the actual existence
of form. Consequently, in order to understand real existence, we must explain the cause
of unity, because every real thing constitutes a unity, and in some sense the potential
and the actual also constitute a unity56 . But, as Aristotle points out, matter and form
are two aspects of one and the same thing, which means that their unity is necessary by
definition57 .Therefore, only a principle of movement from the potential to the real could
be thought of as a further cause of this unity, and thus as the ultimate cause of real
existence58 .
2.2.3.2. Conclusion
The above analysis of the connection between oŒsv–a, matter, and form, leads us to the
following conclusion regarding Aristotle’s account of real existence: in his view, only
material individual things are real, which - as is obvious from the form of our talk - we
conceive as composites of matter and form (take , for example, the expression “a copper
sphere”). Consequently, when the term oŒsv–a is used to characterize a real thing, it can
refer either to its matter, being a particular thing because of the form it realizes, or to its
form, which is also a particular thing because it is realized in matter, or to the composite
of these two with which it is identified.
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3. Thomas Aquinas and the Hierarchy of
Real Beings
The Hellenistic era of ancient Greek history ends almost three hundred years after the
death of Aristotle, with the annexation of Egypt around 30 BCE. The decline of the
Roman Empire, and the emergence of christianity in the fifth century CE, mark the end
of classical antiquity, and the beginning of the Middle Ages of European history. The
Classical period (5th - 4th century BCE) contributed to the problem of explaining reality
Aristotle’s theory of matter and form. No less than sixteen centuries latter, during the
twelfth century CE, after the East-West Schism of 1054 which formally separated the
Christian church into Western Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, at a time when the
crusades were raging, scholasticism contributed to the same problem Thomas Aquinas’
theory of essence and existence.
Intellectual life in the High Middle Ages was dominated by scholasticism, the most
famous representative of which is Thomas Aquinas. With his work, he supported the
Roman Catholic doctrines through secular study, reason, and logic, leading the move of
the Catholic Church away from Platonism and towards Aristotelianism. In his book De
Ente et Essentia, which is thought to be his most personal work, Thomas defends the
fundamental doctrine of the existence of God, on the basis of an analysis of the concept
of being similar to the Aristotelean one. And although many times in his treatise Thomas
invokes Aristotle -or the Philosopher, as he calls him - to support his ideas, his account
of reality is - in fact - much more in line with the Platonic one. In particular, Thomas
argues for a hierarchy of real beings; God is put at the top of this hierarchy, and is
thought to be existence itself, in a rather literal way. Then come immaterial beings,
which form a sub-hierarchy, and finally individual material things. Most importantly,
God is thought to be the cause of his own existence, while all other real beings owe
their existence to him.1 Consequently, metaphysics is subsumed by theology, since its
investigations into the nature of real existence reveal that its ultimate cause is none other
than God-in-himself.

3.1. Preliminary Considerations
3.1.1. Life and Works
Thomas Aquinas was born in 1225, and at the age of five he entered at a Benedictine
abbey, from where he was later sent in the University of Naples. There he became a
1
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Dominican - to the disappointment of his family - and eventually went north to study
(first briefly at Paris, and then at Cologne), where his interest for Aristotle was fostered.
He completed his studies in Paris, and for three years he occupied one of the Dominican
chairs in the Faculty of Theology. After that, he spent ten years in Italy with the mobile
papal court at various Dominican houses, and eventually in Rome. Then he was called
back to Paris, and finally he was assigned to Naples. In 1274, on his way to the Council
of Lyon, he fell ill and died on March 7 in the Cistercian abbey at Fossanova.
Thomas wrote many works, the most famous of which are probably the Summa Theologica and the Summa contra Gentiles. De Ente et Essentia dates from his first stay
at Paris, and is considered to be his most personal work. His writing continued until
1273, when he had a mystical experience after which he appears to have said “All that
I have written seems like straw compared to what has now been revealed to me”, and
never wrote another line. It is widely known that Thomas was canonized by the Catholic
Church, but fewer are familiar with the fact that in 1277 several tenets of Aquinas were
included in an aggregate of 219 propositions which were condemned by a commission
appointed by the Bishop of Paris [5].

3.1.2. Philosophy and Science
Like Aristotle, Thomas distinguishes between theoretical and practical knowledge, as well
as between theoretical and practical sciences. For him ethics, economics and politics are
the practical sciences, while physics, mathematics and metaphysics are the theoretical
sciences. The purpose of the former is the guidance of an activity other than thinking e.g. choosing in the case of moral action, or some product in the case of art -, while the
purpose of the later is truth. According to him , just as for Aristotle, theoretical sciences
seek not to change, but to understand the world by explaining the why of things.
Nevertheless, contrary to Aristotle, Thomas identifies first philosophy, or metaphysics,
with theology, based on his view that God is the first cause of everything, which he
establishes in his work De Ente et Essentia. And since the objective of first philosophy,
according to Aristotle, is to determine and describe the first principles and causes of all
things, and Thomas concludes that ultimately there is only one cause, and this is God,
first philosophy is reduced to an extended eﬀort to examine reality in order to come to
knowledge of the first cause. And given the principle that we name things as we know
them2 , this can be regarded as a prolonged eﬀort to develop the language with which we
speak of God[5].

3.2. Substance, Essence, and Existence
We have mentioned above that Thomas’ work led the move of the Catholic Church away
from Platonism and towards Aristotelianism. But this move did not consist in a change of
ideology; what actually changed was the mode of presentation of the same indispensable
doctrines. De Ente et Essentia, for example, seems to have a profound goal: to combine
2
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the Aristotelean conception of reality in terms of matter and form with a conception
of God as the source and the cause of all there is, namely, with the idea of a creator
God. But we can also approach this work as a treatise on metaphysics, which oﬀers
an explanation of reality in some ways similar, and in some ways very diﬀerent, from
the Aristotelean one. The key philosophical terms in Thomas’ account are substance,
essence, existence, potentiality and actuality, just as Ìn, oŒsv–a, real existence, potential
existence and actual existence are the key philosophical terms in Aristotle’s account.
But where Aristotle specifies the meaning of these notions by a systematic analysis of
the diﬀerent uses of the terms Ìn and ousv–a , Aquinas bases his account on a carefully
selected set of premises taken mainly from Aristotle, Avicenna, Alexander of Aphrodisias,
and Boethius.

3.2.1. Thomas’ Conception of Real Existence
In the beginning of De Ente et Essentia, Thomas presents Aristotle as having said that
whatever is expressed through the category of oŒsv–a possesses real existence. In particular, he claims that Aristotle discerns two distinct meanings of the term being : “In one
way, it is used à propos of what is divided into the ten genera; in another way, it is
used to signify the truth of propositions. ... In the first way, however, only what posits
something in reality can be called a being” 3 . And according to Thomas, only what is
expressed though the category of oŒsv–a posits something in reality. Thus, he concludes,
ideas and material individual things are both real beings4 .
Nevertheless, we have seen that Aristotle discerns three distinct meanings of the term
being, and argues that the term is used to denote everything that is expressed through
the categories, only in a secondary sense. To the contrary, according to him, the term
being is primarily used to denote material individual things, which indicates that they
are the only real beings. Additionally, by examining the diﬀerent uses of the term oŒsv–a,
Aristotle concludes that each material individual thing is said to be an oŒsv–a, in the sense
of the ultimate subject , and have an ousv–a, in the sense of a definition that depicts it as
a composite of matter and form. Thus it appears that, contrary to what Thomas claims,
for Aristotle, what is called or thought to be an oŒsv–a - in the sense of (absolute) form does not possess real existence.
In this way, by seemingly invoking Aristotle, Thomas argues that everything that is
expressed through the category of oŒsv–a posits something in reality. In other words, he
argues that both material and immaterial things possess real existence. But this view of
reality is, in fact, contrary to the interpretation of the corresponding Aristotelean view
followed here, according to which only individual material things are real. Thus, it is
obvious already from the beginning of De Ente et Essentia, that Thomas’ account of
reality is fundamentally diﬀerent from the Aristotelean one.
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3.2.2. Substance, Essence, and Existence
Thomas’ view that reality consists of both material and immaterial beings, is further
expressed in the fact that he collectively calls them substances 5 . A substance is, in this
sense, a thing that subsists in reality, or has real existence. Thus, material things are
said to be composed substances, and immaterial things - God, intelligences , and souls6
- are said to be separated substances. These expressions essentially reflect the view that
although they are both real things, they diﬀer in terms of essence; “the essence of a
composed substance is not form alone, but includes form and matter”, while “the essence
of a simple substance is form alone” 7 . Hence, although material and immaterial things
are thought to share the same reality, they are also thought to be diﬀerent, in what seems
to be an equally fundamental way8 .
The notion of essence, introduced by Thomas, can be seen as in some sense similar
to, and in some other sense diﬀerent from, the Aristotelean notion of oŒsv–a. In fact,
it seems that Thomas’ substance and essence correspond to the primary and secondary
meanings of the Aristotelean oŒsv–a respectively. According to Thomas, any real thing is
a substance, while essence “is what is signified by the definition of a real thing” 9 (which
brings to mind Aristotle’s t– ™n e⁄nai, whose lÏgoc is a definition). And since - in his
view - both material and immaterial things possess real existence, they are all substances.
To the contrary, for Aristotle, all things have an oŒsv–a - in the sense of essence -, but
only (individual) material things are oŒsv–ec - in the sense of substance - (that is, only
they possess real existence). Thus in his view, any (individual) material thing both
is a substance and has an essence, while immaterial things only have an essence. For
Thomas, on the other hand, both material and immaterial things are substances and
have essences, but only immaterial substances can be identified with their essence 10 .
The reason for this is that “the essence of a simple thing, which is its form, cannot be
signified except as a whole, since nothing is there besides the form as receiving the form.
... the quiddity of a simple thing is the simple thing itself, because there is nothing other
receiving the quiddity...” 11 Thus, for Thomas, the ways in which the essence of a real
thing can be predicated of it reveal if it is a composed , or a simple , substance (that is,
it reveals its essence), in a similar way as for Aristotle, the ways in which a thing’s oŒsv–a
can be predicated of it reveals if it exists really or actually (that is, it reveals its type of
existence).
Because Thomas accepts that material and immaterial beings are both real, he cannot
derive existence from essence as Aristotle does, when he argues that only the things
whose essence includes both matter and form are real. Instead, he must explain how it is
possible for material and immaterial things, which are fundamentally diﬀerent in terms of
essence, to possess the same type of existence. Evidently, such an account would have to
5
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Remember that, for Aristotle, this diﬀerence indicates that they do not share the same reality.
9
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explain essence and existence in such a way as to allow for things which are essentially
diﬀerent to exist in the same way. And as we will see, this is exactly what Thomas’
masterly account does: it shows that a thing’s essence, or nature, is really - and not
just conceptually - other than its existence, which justifies his conception of reality as
consisting of both material and immaterial beings.

3.2.3. Essence and Existence
Thomas considers separated substances to be immaterial beings, further distinguished
into intellectual substances - souls and intelligences -, and God12 . Contrary to composed
substances, whose essence includes both matter and form13 , intellectual substances only
have form 14 . But, according to Thomas, their form cannot also be the cause of their
existence, because then something would be its own cause, which he considers to be impossible15 . Thus, each substance (either intellectual or composed) must owe its existence
to some other thing. This , of course, creates an infinite regress, unless we accept that
there is one single thing that exists by virtue of itself. Thomas concludes that there must
be some thing which is the cause of existence of all other substances, and that this thing
must itself be the cause of its own existence16 .
According to Thomas, existence is other that essence because every essence can be
understood without anything being understood about its existence17 . It seems that the
latter observation led Thomas to conclude that a thing’s characterization in terms of
essence contains no information regarding its existence. Based on this idea, and his
previously mentioned conviction according to which it is impossible for a thing to be
the cause of its own existence, Thomas argues that essence and existence are not just
conceptually, but really distinct. In particular, he argues that a thing is a substance, or
subsists in reality, not in virtue of its nature, or essence, but because its essence receives
existence from some other thing. Which means that real beings are not composites of
matter and form, as Aristotle thought, but composites of essence and existence. And
because attributing each thing’s existence to some other thing would otherwise lead to
an infinite regress, Thomas has no choice but to accept that there is one single thing that
is itself the cause of its own existence. In other words, he has no choice but to accept
the existence of God, as the creator of all things18 .
By distinguishing in this way between essence and existence, Thomas shows that although material and immaterial beings are essentially diﬀerent, they all possess real
existence, because it is not in their nature to subsist in reality. Instead, they are real
because they have received - in their essence - existence from God19 . Thus, according
to Thomas, all real beings, or substances -except God-, are composites of essence and
12
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existence, in a similar way as for Aristotle all real things are composites of matter and
form. This distinction between essence and existence is , according to Gilson, what makes
Thomas’ account superior to the Aristotelean one [7]. More specifically, Gilson argues
that Aristotle failed to understand the true nature of reality because he remained confined to the conception of beings in terms of matter and form. But as Thomas showed,
this way of conceiving of beings does not reflect their existential status but merely their
essence (or nature), because essence and existence are not just conceptually, but really,
distinct.

3.3. The Hierarchy of Real Beings
3.3.1. The Pure Actuality of God
According to Thomas, God is the only substance whose essence is his existence20 . This, of
course, means that God, as a real being, cannot be characterized in terms of matter and
form. For Aristotle, the only thing that is absolutely indeterminate is absolute matter.
And since real beings are -for him - composites of matter and form, and not composites
of essence and existence, he draws the conclusion that absolute matter is not real. For
Thomas, on the other hand, God possesses the highest grade of real existence, because in his framework - the fact that he is absolutely indeterminate means that he is himself
the cause of his own existence. Think of it in this way: all separated substances are
forms which have received existence from without. God has no form but he exists, which
means that there is nothing there to receive his existence. Thus, he is the cause of his
own existence.
Although Thomas’ God resembles closely Aristotle’s absolute matter, Thomas uses
the expression pure actuality to characterize his existence21 . But in order to understand
the meaning of this expression, we must first become familiar with the way in which
Thomas uses the notions of potency and act. Remember that, in his view, all substances
are composites of essence and existence. This is further explained as follows: the form
of a substance initially receives in it a godly act of existence. In the case of intellectual
substances, this is how they come into existence. In the case of composed substances,
the composite of form and existence is further received in matter. And the fact that
both kinds are composites of essence and existence shows that they are both created real
beings.
Intellectual substances are distinguished by their grades of potency and act22 . More
specifically, Thomas argues that even intellectual substances are not so utterly simple
as to be pure act, like God23 . Thus God, who is the only simple substance, is said to
be pure act. To the contrary, intellectual substances, which are composed of form and
an act of existence, contain both potency and act in them. Their potency is essentially
20
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the result of the addition of form to an act of existence24 . Furthermore, they do not all
contain the same amounts of potency and act; the more act and less potency there is
in them, the more their existence resembles God’s existence25 . Composed substances,
on the other hand, contain even more potency, because of the addition of matter to the
composite of form and existence26 .
In this way, Thomas portrays real existence in terms of a scale, ranging from potentiality to pure actuality. According to this view, pure actuality is the highest form of real
existence, because it is understood as self-existence. The only thing that exists in this
way is shown to be God, who is described as existence alone, or pure act, or uncreated
cause. But it seems that, in essence, God is understood in this framework as the only
thing which exists without having either form, or matter.

3.3.2. Intellectual and Composed Substances
All substances, except God, are thought to be mixtures of potency and act, because they
are not self-existent. To the contrary, they acquire their existence from God, and thus
they are said to be created substances. This is reflected in the fact that they are not
existence alone, but composites of essence and existence. Finally, created substances are
divided into intellectual and composed. Intellectual substances stand closer to God in
the existential scale because they lack matter, and thus they contain less potency than
composed substances. But they also diﬀer among them in terms of the potency and act
that they contain; the more act and less potency there is in them, the highest they stand
in the existential scale. This grading has its termination in the human soul, which holds
the lowest grade among intellectual substances27 .
Because the human soul has, according to Thomas, more potency than any other
intelligible substance, it is so close to material things, that a material thing is drawn to
it to share its existence. This union of soul and body gives rise to a composed substance
which exist as a material individual thing, but whose existence is essentially the soul’s
existence28 , because it is form that receives existence, and not matter. In a similar way,
each composed substance is a composite of form and a godly act of existence, which has
further been composed with a material body. Matter adds even more potency, and thus
composed substances lie at the bottom of the hierarchy of real beings. Among the forms
of composed substances there also exists an order and a grading, down to the first forms
of the elements, which are the closest to matter. According to Thomas, the latter are so
close to matter that they operate only according to the active and passive qualities, and
the other sorts of things, which are required as the means by which matter is disposed
for the receiving of form29 .
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3.3.3. Conclusion
In the second chapter, we have seen that - for Aristotle -only material individual things are
real, while everything else possess either actual, or potential existence. But in Thomas’
account, both material and immaterial beings are thought to possess real existence, which
ranges from potentiality to pure actuality. In other words, Thomas portrays reality as
consisting in a hierarchy of real beings. God, intellectual substances, and composed
substances are all real - in the sense that they all subsist in reality. But they do not all
possess the same grade of real existence. God is thought to be pure actuality, and thus
lies at the top of the hierarchy. Immediately afterwards come intellectual substances,
which constitute mixtures of potency and act; the more act and less potency there is in
them, the closer they are to the top of the hierarchy. Finally come composed substances,
which have even more potency and are thus closer to the bottom of the hierarchy.
In conclusion, it seems that Thomas’ notion of pure actuality is , in some sense ,
similar to the Aristotelean notion of potential existence, and in some other sense, similar
to the Aristotelean notion of actual existence. More specifically, in terms of appearance,
it resembles the latter. But in terms of meaning, pure actuality depicts the existence
of God, who has neither matter nor form. And, for Aristotle, what has neither matter
nor form -absolute matter - is thought to possess potential existence. Thus, it appears
that where Aristotle conceives of the absolutely indeterminate not as a real thing, but as
that which has the potential of becoming any real thing by realizing any determination,
Thomas conceives of it as the most real thing, because he conceives of it as that which
cannot, and does not need to, accept any determination (and thus is existence alone).

3.4. Essence, Existence, and Modern Philosophy
Hitherto, we have presented in some detail Aristotle’s and Aquinas’ ontologies, and we
have seen that although the latter is heavily based on the former, it nevertheless suggests
a radically diﬀerent account of reality. Aquinas made God the cornerstone of his world
system, based on what seems to be an interpretation of Aristotle devised to fit this task.
To this end, he first substituted the two meanings of oŒsv–a discerned by Aristotle with
the notions of substance and essence, and then separated essence from existence; in this
way he managed to present God as the creator of everything, while at the same time
keeping Aristotle’s analysis of being in terms of matter and form intact.
If we abstract away from the technical details of his account, we will see that what
Aquinas essentially did was to partially deny Aristotle’s implicit assumption that the
existence, or reality, of things can be derived from their nature (or essence, or oŒsv–a).
This assumption is of great significance, because it creates a link between reason and
reality which is indispensable to any attempt at explaining the world on the basis of
reason. The Aristotelean oŒsv–a has to do with the way in which we think and speak of
beings. To the contrary, the existence - or reality - of things is independent of reason.
Thus, if the essence of things can tell us nothing about their existence, then there is no
way for man to understand reality on the basis of reason.
Nevertheless, Thomas did not fully separate essence from existence, and thus he did
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not destroy this crucial link between reason and reality. If he had done so, he would not
be able to provide rational arguments for the existence of God, and his whole endeavor
would have collapsed. By considering God to be the only being whose essence is his
existence, Thomas maintained the view that reality could be understood on the basis of
reason, by allowing the latter to permeate the reality of God. God’s existence can be
derived from his nature, because he is the only being whose essence is his existence. But
since essence and existence are , in the case of all other beings, separate, reality is not
anymore to be understood in the context of metaphysics, but in the context of theology.
Consequently, in Aquinas’ framework theology acquires the status of first philosophy.
Most importantly, the fundamental question of first philosophy is not - any more - the
question of being, but the question of existence. The question of being ceases to refer to
the existence of things; instead, it is understood as a mere inquiry into their nature, or
essence, which remains the task of metaphysics, and - subsequently - the sciences. In this
way, the question of existence emerges, and since the only being whose existence can be
grasped by reason is God (because his essence is his existence) , the question of existence
becomes the fundamental question of theology.
According to Hannah Arendt [8], the raison d’être of modern philosophy, namely,
existential philosophy, is the complete separation of essence and existence that was the
consequence of the work of Kant. In her view, Kant was the one who completely destroyed
the link between reason and reality that, as we have seen, Thomas managed to retain
by assuming God to be the only being whose essence is his existence: "By his analysis
of synthetic propositions, Kant proved that in any proposition that makes a statement
about reality, we reach beyond the concept (the essentia) of any given thing.” ([8] p.168)
In other words, Kant showed that what something is cannot explain that it is, or that
"the what will never be able to explain the That..." ([8] p.167). This realization marks,
in Arendt’s view, the end of traditional ontology, and the beginning of modern existential
philosophy.
All the so-called schools of modern philosophy attempted, according to Arendt, to
somehow re-establish the ancient unity between essence and existence that was destroyed
by Kant. Heidegger , in particular, attempted to do so by claiming that he had found
a being in whom essence and existence are identical, just as Aquinas has done. Only
that in Heidegger’s case this being was not God, but man, and when he claimed that his
essence is his existence, he meant that man consists in the fact that he is30 . This is what,
according to Arendt, Heidegger calls "the ontical ontological pre-eminent rank of Dasein",
but the obscure formulation should not prevent us from realizing that its acceptance puts
man in the exact same place that God had occupied in Aquinas’ ontology.
In conclusion, it seems that Aquinas’ ontology is far from irrelevant to modern philosophy and its concerns. Arendt’s analysis of existential philosophy suggests that the connection between essence and existence - which underlies Aristotle’s ontology and which
Aquinas could not fully dispense with - establishes a link between reason and reality
without which philosophy, in the traditional sense, is impossible. What is at stake here
30

In other words, man’s only essential property is his existence.
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is not the belief in a creator God, but the belief in the possibility of understanding reality
on the basis of reason. The complete separation of essence and existence - performed by
Kant - marks the end of this belief, and the beginning of modern philosophy which has
been trying to somehow restore it ever since. But this does not mean that philosophy is
essentially back to where it started, namely, before Thales’ bold claim that reality can
be understood on the basis of reason. To the contrary, it appears that philosophy has
made so much progress, that it has finally realized the heart of the problem that is the
connection between reason and reality. Where initially it only implicitly assumed that
there is such a connection, modern philosophy must now explicitly establish it.
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A. Parmenides’ Poem - Greek Text
Fragment 1
—ppoi ta– me fËrousvin, Ìsvon t>vep» jum‰c …kànoi,
pËmpon, ‚pe– m>v‚c Âd‰n b®svan pol‘fhmon ägousvai
da–monoc, ° katÄ pànt>väsvth fËrei e dÏta f¿ta˙
t¨ ferÏmhn˙ t¨ gàr me pol‘frasvtoi fËron —ppoi
ärma tita–nousvai ko‹rai d>vÂd‰n ôgemÏneuon.
äxwn d>v‚n qno–˘svin —ei sv‘riggoc aŒt†n
a jÏmenoc (doioÿc gàr ‚pe–geto dinwtoÿsvin
k‘kloic ÇmfotËrwjen), Ìte svperqo–ato pËmpein
<Hliàdec ko‹rai, prolipo‹svai d∏mata NuktÏc,
e c fàoc, ±svàmenai kràtwn äpo qersv– kal‘ptrac.
Ínja p‘lai NuktÏc te ka» ^Hmatoc e svi kele‘jwn,
ka– svfac ÕpËrujron Çmf»c Íqei ka» làinoc oŒdÏc˙
aŒta– d>va jËriai pl®ntai megàloisvi jurËtroic˙
t¿n dË D–kh pol‘poinoc Íqei klhÿdac Çmoibo‘c
tòn d† parfàmenai ko‹rai malakoÿsvi lÏgoisvin
peÿsvan ‚pifradËwc, πc svfin balanwtÏn Êq®a
ÇpterËwc ∫sveie pulËwn äpÏ˙ ta» d‡ jurËtrwn
qàsvm>vÇqan‡c po–hsvan Çnaptàmenai poluqàlkouc
äxonac ‚n sv‘rigxin Çmoibad‰n e l–xasvai
gÏmfoic ka» perÏn˘svin ÇrhrÏte˙ t¨ ˚a di>vaŒtËwn
jÃc Íqon ko‹rai kat>vÇmaxit‰n ärma ka– —ppouc.
ka– me jeÄ prÏfrwn ÕpedËxato qeÿra d‡ qeir–
dexiteròn Èlen, ¡de d>vÍpoc fàto ka– me prosvh‘da˙
¬ ko‹r>vÇjanàtoisvi svunàoroc ôniÏqoisvin,
—ppoic ta– sve fËrousviw …kànwn ômËteron d¿,
qaÿr>v‚pe» o÷ti sve moÿra kak† pro÷pempe nËesvjai
thn d>vÂdÏn (™ gàr Çp>vÇnjr∏pwn ‚kt‰c pàtou ‚svt–n),
Çllà jËmic te d–kh te. qre∞ d‡ sve pànta pujËsvjai
öm‡n >Alhje–hc eŒkuklËoc Çtrem‡c ™tor
öd‡ brot¿n dÏxac taÿc oŒk Íni p–svtic Çlhj†c.
Çll>vÍmphc ka» ta‹ta maj†sveai, ≤c tÄ doko‹nta
qr®n dok–mwc e⁄nai diÄ pantÏc pànta per¿nta.

Fragment 2
e d>väg>v‚g∞n ‚rËw, kÏmisvai d‡ svÃ m‹jon Çko‘svac,
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a—per Âdo» mo‹nai diz†svioc e svi no®svai˙
ô m‡n Ìpwc Ísvtin te ka» ±c oŒk Ísvti mò e⁄nai,
Peijo‹c ‚svti kËleujoc (>Alhje–˘ gÄr Êphdeÿ),
ô d>v±c oŒk Ísvtin te ka» ±c qre≤n ‚svti mò e⁄nai,
tòn d† toi fràzw panapeujËa Ímmen ÇtarpÏn˙
o÷te gÄr än gno–hc tÏ ge mò ‚‰n (oŒ gÄr ÇnusvtÏn)
o÷te fràsvaic.

5

Fragment 3
... t‰ gÄr aŒt‰ noeÿn ‚svt–n te ka» e⁄nai.

Fragment 4
le‹svsve d>vÌmwc ÇpeÏnta nÏ˙ pareÏnta beba–wc˙
oŒ gÄr Çpotm†xei t‰ ‚‰n to‹ ‚Ïntoc Íqesvjai
o÷te svkidnàmenon pànt˘ pàntwc katÄ kÏsvmon
o÷te svunisvtàmenon.

Fragment 5
xunÏn dË mo– ‚svtin,
ÂppÏjen ärxwmai˙ tÏji gÄr pàlin —xomai aﬁjic.

Fragment 6
qrò t‰ lËgein te noeÿn t>v‚‰n Ímmenai˙ Ísvti gÄr e⁄nai,
mhd‡n d>voŒk Ísvtin tÄ sv>v‚g∞ fràzesvjai änwga.
pr∏thc gàr sv>vÇf>vÂdo‹ ta‘thc diz†svioc <e“rgw>
aŒtÄr Ípeit>vÇp‰ t®c, °n dò broto– e dÏtec oŒdËn
plàttontai, d–kranoi˙ Çmhqan–h gÄr ‚n aŒt¿n
svt†jesvin j‘nei plakt‰n nÏon˙ o… d‡ foro‹ntai
kwfo» Âm¿c tuflo– te, tejhpÏtec, âkrita f‹la,
oŸc t‰ \velein te ka» oŒk e⁄nai taŒt‰n nenÏmisvtai
koŒ taŒt‰n, pàntwn d‡ pal–ntropÏc ‚svti kËleujoc.

5

Fragment 7
oŒ gÄr m†pote to‹to dam¨ e⁄nai mò ‚Ïnta˙
ÇllÄ svÃ t®svd>vÇf>vÂdo‹ diz†svioc e⁄rge nÏhma
mhdË sv>vÍjoc pol‘peiron Âd‰n katÄ t†nde biàsvjw,
nwmên àsvkopon Ómma ka» öq†esvsvan Çkou†n
ka» gl¿svsvan, krÿnai d‡ lÏg˙ pol‘dhrin Ílegqon
‚x>v‚mËjen ˚hjËnta.
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Fragment 8
le–petai ±c Ísvtin˙ ta‘t˘ d>v‚p» sv†mat>vÍasvi
pollÄ màl>v, ±c ÇgËnhton ‚‰n ka» Çn∏lejon ‚svtin
Ísvti gÄr oŒlomelËc te ka» Çtrem‡c öd>vÇtËlesvton˙
oŒdË pot>v™n oŒd>vÍsvtai ‚pe» n‹n Ísvtin Âmo‹ pên,
Èn, svuneqËc˙ t–na gÄr gËnnan diz†sveai aŒto‹;
p¨ pÏjen aŒxhjËn; oŒd>v‚k mò ‚Ïntoc ‚àsvsvw
fàsvjai sv>voŒd‡ noeÿn˙ oŒ gÄr fat‰n oŒd‡ nohtÏn
Ísvtin Ìpwc oŒk Ísvti. t– d>vän min ka» qrËoc ¬rsven
÷svteron ¢ prÏsvjen, to‹ mhdenÏc Çrxàmcnon, f‹n;
o’twc ¢ pàmpan pelËnai qre∏n ‚svtin ¢ oŒq–.
oŒdË pot>v‚k mò ‚Ïntoc ‚f†svei p–svtioc svq‘c
g–gnesvja– ti par>vaŒtÏ to‹ e—neken o÷te genËsvjai
o÷t>vÓllusvjai Çn®ke D–kh qalàsvasva pËd˘svin,
Çll>vÍqei˙ ô d‡ kr–svic per» to‘twn ‚n tƒd>vÍsvtin.
Ísvtin ¢ oŒk ÍsvtinkËkritai d>voﬁn, πsvper Çnàgkh,
tòn m‡n ‚ên ÇnÏhton Çn∏numon (oŒ gÄr Çlhj†c
Ísvtin ÂdÏc), tòn d>vπsvte pËlein ka» ‚t†tumon e⁄nai.
p¿c d>vän Ípeit>vÇpÏloito ‚Ïn; p¿c d>vän ke gËnoito;
e gÄr Ígent>v, oŒk Ísvt(i) oŒd>v e“ pote mËllei Ísvesvjai.
t∞c gËnesvic m‡n Çp‚svbesvtai ka» äpusvtoc Ólejroc.
oŒd‡ diairetÏn ‚svtin, ‚pe» pên ‚svtin Âmoÿon˙
oŒd‚ ti t¨ mêllon, tÏ ken e“rgoi min svunËqesvjai,
oŒdË ti qeirÏteron, pên d>vÍmpleon ‚svtin ‚Ïntoc.
tƒ xuneq‡c pên ‚svtin˙ ‚Ïn gÄr ‚Ïnti pelàzei.
aŒtÄr Çk–nhton megàlwn ‚n pe–rasvi desvm¿n
Ísvtin änarqon äpausvton, ‚pe» gËnesvic ka– Ólejroc
t®le màl>vÇplàqjhsvan, Çp¿sve d‡ p–svtic Çlhj†c.
taŒtÏn t>v‚n taŒtƒ te mËnon kaj>v ·autÏ te keÿtai
qo÷twc Ímpedon aﬁji mËnei˙ krater† gÄr >Anàgkh
pe–ratoc ‚n desvmoÿsvin Íqei, tÏ min Çmf»c ‚Ërgei,
o’neken oŒk Çtele‘thton t‰ ‚‰n jËmic e⁄nai˙
Ísvti gÄr oŒk ‚pideuËc˙ mò ‚‰n d>vän pantÏc ‚deÿto.
taŒt‰n d>v‚svti noeÿn te o÷neken Ísvti nÏhma.
oŒ gÄr äneu to‹ ‚Ïntoc ‚n ≈ pefatisvmËnon ‚svt–n,
eÕr†sveic t‰ noeÿn˙ oŒd‡n gàr <¢> Ísvtin ¢ Ísvtai
ällo pàrex to‹ ‚Ïntoc ‚pe» tÊ ge Moÿr>v‚p‚dhsven
oﬁlon Çk–nhton t>vÍmenai˙ tƒ pànt>v Ónom(a) Ísvtai,
Ìsvsva broto– katËjento pepoijÏtec e⁄nai Çlhj®,
g–gnesvjai te ka» Óllusvjai, e⁄nai te ka» oŒq–,
ka» tÏpon Çllàsvsvein dià te qrÏa fanÏn Çme–bein.
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A. Parmenides’ Poem - Greek Text
aŒtÄr ‚pe» peÿrac p‘maton, tetelesvmËnon ‚svt–
pàntojen, eŒk‘klou svfa–rhc ‚nal–gkion Ógk˙
mesvsvÏjen svopal‡c pànt˘˙ t‰ gÄr o÷te ti meÿzon
o÷te ti baiÏteron pelËnai qreÏn ‚svti t¨ ¢ t¨
o÷te gêr oŒk ‚‰n Ísvti, tÏ ken pa‘oi min …kneÿsvjai
e c Âm‰n o÷t>v ‚‰n Ísvtin Ìpwc e“h ken ‚Ïntoc
t¨ mêllon t¨ d>v™svsvon, ‚pe» pên ‚svti äsvulon˙
oŸ gÄr pàntojen ⁄svon, Âm¿c ‚n pe–rasvi k‘rei.
‚n tƒ svoi pa‘w pisvtÏn lÏgon öd‡ nÏhma
Çmf»c Çlhje–hc˙ dÏxac d>vÇp‰ to‹de brote–ac
mànjane kÏsvmon ‚m¿n ‚pËwn Çpathl‰n Çko‘wn
morfàc gÄr katËjento d‘o gn∏mac Ênomàzein˙
t¿n m–an oŒ qre∏n ‚svtin -‚n ≈ peplanhmËnoi e svintÇnt–a d>v‚kr–nanto dËmac ka» sv†mat>vÍjento
qwr»c Çp>v Çll†lwn, t¨ m‡n flog‰c aijËrion p‹r,
¢pion Ón, mËg>v‚lafrÏn ·wutƒ pàntosve t≤utÏn,
tƒ d>v·tËr˙ mò t≤utÏn˙ ÇtÄr kÇkeÿno kat>vaŒtÏ
tÇnt–a n‘kt>vÇda® pukinÏn dËmac ‚mbrijËc te.
tÏn svoi Ëg∞ diàkosvmon ‚oikÏta pànta fat–zw,
±c oŒ m† potË t–c sve brot¿n gn∏mh parelàsvsv˘.
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Fragment 9
aŒtÄr ‚peidò pànta fàoc ka» n‘x ÊnÏmasvtai
ka» tÄ katÄ svfetËrac dunÇmeic ‚p– toÿsvi te ka» toÿc,
pên plËon ‚svt»n Âmo‹ fàeoc ka» njktÏc Çfàntou
“svwn ÇmfÏtËrwn, ‚pe» oŒdetËr˙ mËta mhdËn.

Fragment 10
e“sv˘ d>va jer–an te f‘svin tÄ t>v‚n a jËri pànta
sv†mata ka» kajarêc eŒagËoc öel–oio
lampàdoc Írg>vÇ–dhla ka» ÂppÏjen ‚xegËnonto,
Írga te k‘klwpoc pe‘sv˘ per–foita svel†nhc
ka» f‘svin, e d†sveic d‡ ka» oŒran‰n Çmf»c Íqonta
Ínjen Ífu te ka» πc min ägousv(a) ‚pödhsven >Anàgkh
pe rat>vÍqein äsvtwn.

Fragment 11
p¿c gaÿa ka» °lioc öd‡ svel†nh
a j†r te xun‰c gàla t>voŒrànion ka» Ólumpoc
Ísvqatoc öd>v äsvtrwn jerm‰n mËnoc ±rm†jhsvan
g–gnesvjai.
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Fragment 12
a… gÄr svteinÏterai pl®nto pur‰c Çkr†toio,
a… d>v‚p» taÿc nuktÏc, metÄ d‡ flog‰c —etai a⁄sva˙
‚n dË mËsv˙ to‘twn da–mwn ° pànta kubernî˙
pànta gÄr <°> svtugeroÿo tÏkou ka» m–xioc ärqei
pËmpousv>värsveni j®lu mig®n ta‰ t>v‚nant–on aﬁtic
ärsven jhlutËr˙.

Fragment 13
pr∏tisvton m‡n ^Erwta je¿n mht–svato pàntwn...

Fragment 14
nuktifa‡c per» gaÿan Çl∏menon ÇllÏtrion f¿c

Fragment 15
a e» papta–nousva pr‰c aŒgàc öel–oio.

Fragment 16
±c gÄr Èkasvtot>vÍqei krêsvin melËwn poluplàgktwn,
t∞c nÏoc änjr∏poisvi par–svtatai˙ t‰ gÄr aŒtÏ
Ísvtin Ìper fronËei melËwn f‘svic Çnjr∏poisvin
ka» pêsvin ka» pant–˙ t‰ gÄr plËon ‚svt» nÏhma.

Fragment 17
dexiteroÿsvin m‡n ko‘rouc laioÿsvi d‡ ko‘rac...

Fragment 18
o’tw toi katÄ dÏxan Ífu tàde ka– nun Íasvi
ka» metËpeit>vÇp‰ to‹de teleut†svousvo trafËnta˙
toÿc d>v Ónom>v änjrwpoi katËjent>v ‚p–svhmon ·kàsvt˙.
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